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by E m orie D a vis-B ird a n d
S h a n n o n H. Jahrig

It Depends on W here You Live
by S tep h en F. John so n a n d S tep h en F. Seninger

Note: This article is based on data from
Medicare patients, the only nationwide data
set to examine health care markets across the
United States. While data is based on
Medicare patients, it also has implications for
non-Medicare patients.

F ig u re 1
M o n ta n a s R egional H o sp ital M arkets

Medicare enrollees in Grand Junction,
Colorado, compared with a 6.0 rate in
the Bismark, N orth Dakota region—
nearly a threefold difference. Diagnos
tic test rates for breast cancer and
surgical treatment rates for low back
problems and prostate cancer also vary
ealth care treatments and
dramatically across U.S. regions.
costs vary significantly in
A new national data set, The
Montana’s three major
Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care (Dr.
health care markets.
John Wennberg et al., 1996) provides a
Following a national trend, the diagnostic
unique basis for analyzing health care
and surgical treatment rates Montanans
treatments geographically on a
receive can range dramatically over
national basis; it also allows for
Source: The D artm outh A das o fH ea lth Care in th e U n ited S ta tes,
regions, even when adjusted for differ
comparison of Montana’s three
Dartmouth Medical School Center for Evaluative Clinical Sciences,
ences in population size, gender, and age.
regional health care markets with
Hanover, New Hampshire, 1996.
For example, balloon angioplasty treat
similar market areas in other regions
ments for heart disease are used at twice
throughout the country.
the rate in the Missoula region compared with Billings and Great
The Atlas data set shows rates of bypass surgery are about 25
Falls market areas.
percent higher in Billings than in Great Falls. Bypass surgery is a very
O n a national level, a common major operation, coronary artery
expensive procedure and more frequent use generates higher health
bypass surgery, is performed at a rate of 2.1 operations per 1,000
care costs.

H
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areas into geographic zones by postal codes— a method that works
Variations in treatment raise important questions about the
better than the previous studies that defined areas by political
structure of the health care system. Do variations reflect differences
entities, or counties. Since hospitals have been the traditional focus
in disease prevalence, patients’ choice of procedures, the supply of
for medical services, geographic zones were established for each of
physicians specializing in these procedures, physician incentive, or
the 5,193 acute care hospitals in
regional prices? Do high rates of
the United States. These zones,
balloon angioplasty in some regions
called hospital service areas
represent substitutions for alternative
T he G reat Falls region is below the physician
(HSA), were based on the postal
procedures such as coronary bypass
supply standard in Minneapolis and the United
code zones from which a majority
surgery? If the rates of angioplasty or
States— which suggests the need for more doctors.
of Medicare patients sought
bypass surgery seem high, what are
treatment for common diseases.
the correct rates for these procedures?
Missoula has a high num ber o f doctors per 100,000
The 3,436 HSAs— some includ
Do the treatments result in measur
population relative to Minneapolis and the United
ing more than one hospital—
able health outcomes?
States, implying an oversupply o f physicians. Billlings
were then grouped into 306
hospital referral regions (HRR) on
is essentially in balance.
The Dartmouth Atlas
the basis of where Medicare
of Health Care
patients obtained the majority of
The Dartmouth Atlas is a starting point for answering these
their open heart surgery and neurosurgery. HRRs were named for
questions. The Adas breaks the United States into regions and
the city containing the referral hospital or hospitals.
displays detailed information for each region relating to: hospital
Data from each HRR about hospital capacity, federal spending
resources and expenditures; the Medicare program; the physician
for the Medicare program, and the use of diagnostic and surgical
workforce; diagnostic procedure rates; surgical treatment rates; and
procedures for people with coronary artery disease, prostate cancer,
prices. The Atlas is based on 1992-1993 data (the most recent
breast cancer, and back pain were adjusted for differences in age,
available) from the American Hospital Association, the American
gender, population size, and cost of living. Controlling for demo
Medical Association, the federal government Medicare program,
graphic factors eliminates geographic variations in health care and
and a two million member health maintenance organization (HMO).
allows for comparisons among regions. Limiting the data about
To define health care markets, the Atlas divided regions and
diagnostic procedures and surgical treatments to Medicare patients

Montana Business Quarterly/Autumn 1997
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Table T V
Health Care Indicators fo r Selected H ospital Referral Regions, 1993
Hospital
Beds
per 1.000

Mortality
per 1,000
per year

$1,050
$1,292
$1,042

$3,511
$3,965
$3,304

3.4
4.3
3.1

48.2
48.0
49.7

29,020
68,514
16,155
30,726
22,138
21,133
28,649

$973
$896
$930
$1,318
$1,231
$1,127
$951

$2,933
$3,105
$3,588
$3,668
$3,027
$4,069
$3,218

2.6
2.6
3.1
5.2
4.1
5.0
2.6

45.5
47.6
48.7
44.6
48.9
48.9
48.1

278,212
61,920,609

$916
$1,053

$2,984
$3,901

2.8
3.3

46.3
51.1

Resident
Population

Medicare
Enrollees

Billings

Great Falls
Missoula

463,221
148,937
288,550

60,821
19,886
41,374

Grand Junction, CO
Boise, ID
Idaho Falls, ID
Bismarck, ND
Rapid City, SD
Casper, WY
Yakima, WA

201,585
517,555
166,131
201,983
184,008
164,307
224,261
2,614,660
248,652,605

Minneapolis, MN
United States

Health Care
Spending
Per Capita

Adjusted Per
Capita Medicare Outlays

Hospital
Reaions

Source: The D a rtm o u th A tla s o fH e a lth C are in th e U n ite d S ta te s. Dartmouth Medical School Center for Evaluative Clinical Sciences.
Hanover, New Hampshire, 1996.

was necessary because there is no other nationwide data set.
2. Physicians vs. specialists. In some areas, patients rely on their
Manpower and hospital resource data are not restricted to Medicare,
physicians for all medical needs. Variations in diagnostic and surgical
though.
procedures could be related to physician factors, such as specialist
Montana’s three hospital referral regions correspond to the state’s
availability and referral incentives.
major urban trade centers of Billings, Great Falls, and Missoula. Each 3. Inform ation flow. Adoption of new information and technology
region had at least one hospital that provided cardiovascular surgery
takes time; some areas may lag behind others.
and neurosurgery during 1992-93. The
4. Patient preference. As health care
Missoula hospital referral region, with a
information becomes more accessible,
Some specialists are attracted to
resident population o f288,550, includes most
consumers have taken a more active role in
regional facilities with outstanding
of western Montana and the northern
their health. They have become choosier
Salmon, Idaho, area. The Great Falls region
reputations— such as the M ayo
about physicians, perhaps traveling to
population is 149,000 and encompasses most
different regions for treatment.
Clinic in Rochester; M innesota, and
of the counties in north central Montana.
the International H eart Institute o f
Billings comprises all of eastern and south
It’s likely that other unidentified factors
M ontana in Missoula— which draw
central Montana and northern Wyoming; it
may cause geographic variations, since
has the largest population o f463,221 persons.
patients from all over the world. In
variations in health care utilization occur
even in countries with national health
systems,
homogeneous populations, and
Comparisons and
m ix o f amenities and earnings,
extensive support systems. While managed
Benchmarks
attracting specialists in greater
care has certainly changed the U.S. health
The Atlas does not try to determine
numbers relative to the population
care system, it can not explain the observed
correct levels of hospital resource deploy
variations. Regardless, the Medicare
base.
ment, physician staffing, and medical
population didn’t feel the impact of man
procedures; it simply presents the data.
aged care until after 1993.
Besides the demographic and insurance
Since the Atlas doesn’t give “correct rates” for heart disease
differences among regions, for which the data have been adjusted • a
treatment, the real interest is making comparisons among regions
number of other factors account for variations in medical services:
and benchmarks. Many comparisons are possible. We can compare
Montana’s three regions to one another and also to other regions that
1. A m ount of disease. The prevalence of diseases varies consider
are similar in terms of resident population levels, geographic size, and
ably in different areas of the country; the amount of disease in a
location in the western United States. Applying these criteria to the
population would be expected to alter the amount of treatment
Dartmouth Adas data yields seven similar areas: Grand Junction,
rendered.
Colorado; Casper, Wyoming; Yakima, Washington; Rapid City,
addition, some regions offer a better

4
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F ig u re 2
P rim a ry C are a n d S p e cia lity P hysicians
in M o n ta n a M a rke ts
Physicians per

100,000
Population

Source: The D artm outh A das o fH ea lth Care in th e U n ited S ta tes. Dartmouth
Medical School Center for Evaluative Clinical Sciences, Hanover, New
Hampshire, 1996.

South Dakota; Bismarck, N orth Dakota; and Boise and Idaho Falls
in Idaho.
We also include three additional benchmarks: the average rates
for the United States; rates in the Minneapolis, Minnesota, HRR,
and rates for a two million member HMO. The Atlas uses Minneapolis
as a benchmark because of its “ability to deliver an adequate level of
care for defined populations within reasonable constraints.” The
demographics of Minneapolis’ population and the penetration of
managed care (39 percent of the market) provide a cost-effective
market benchmark for comparison to other regions. Comparisons
between HMOs and community hospitals must be done carefully
since community commitments, cost structures, and profit incentives
differ widely between for-profit and not-for-profit institutions.

General Patterns of Health Care
Resource Utilization
The nine western hospital referral regions (Table 1) all had
sufficient population and numbers of Medicare enrollees for
examining several key health care relationships. Consider first total
health care expenditures for all age groups in the nine regions.
Regional variations in health spending per capita reflect geographic
variation in utilization, insurance coverage, price of health services,
and cost efficiencies. For example, the low insurance coverage rate
in Idaho, 84 percent, compared to N orth Dakota’s 93 percent rate
explains part of the 40 percent higher per capita health spending in
the Bismarck HRR. Great Falls’ higher spending rate compared to

Montana Business Quarterly/Autumn 1997
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Table 2
Physician Supply in M ontana and
N eighboring Regions, 1993
All Physicians
per 100,000
Population

Hospital
Regions

Primary Care
Specialist
Physicians per Physicians per
100,000
100,000
Pooulation
Pooulation

Billings
Great Falls
Missoula

173.5
167.3
200.4

64.0
60.3
71.9

108.8
106.2
127.7

Grand Junction, CO
Boise, ID
Idaho Falls, ID
Bismarck, ND
Rapid City, SD
Casper, WY
Yakima, WA

187.1
160.8
131.3
150.9
156.8
179.9
171.5

75.5
54.3
41.7
54.6
63.7
72.7
69.2

109.6
106.0
87.9
96.1
91.0
107.0
101.8

Minneapolis, MINI
United States

172.6
189.0

70.9
66.0

100.6
121.7

Table 3
Categories o f Coronary A rte ry Disease
No
Treatment

Medical
Treatment

1

2A

No Angiogram
Angiogram

Balloon
Anaioolastv

2B

—

Coronary
Surgery

3

4

Table 4
Treatments fo r H eart Disease in M ontana and
Comparable Regions
Hospital
Reaions

Cardiologists
o e r 100.0 0 0

Coronary
A naioaraD hv

Balloon
A n aio o lastv

Coronary
Bypass
Surgerv

Billings
Great Falls
Missoula

3.5
2.8
4.8

13.0
15.6
18.4

4.1
5.6
9.4

5.4
4.4
4.1

Grand Junction, CO
Boise, ID
Idaho Falls, ID
Bismarck, ND
Rapid City, SD
Casper, WY
Yakima, WA

1.7
2.9
3.3
3.8
2.5
2.8
4.2

8.9
11.5
11.2
13.6
11.5
10.4
8.8

3.8
4.2
2.9
3.9
3.2
4.2
3.2

2.1
4.2
4.1
6.0
5.2
5.1
4.1

Minneapolis. M N
United States

4.1
5.7

13.9
16.1

4.5
4.9

4.4
5.2

Source: The Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care in the United States. D artmouth Medical School
Center for Evafcjatiue Clinical Sciences, Hanover, N ew Hampshire, 1996.
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Billings and Missoula may reflect the Great Falls HRR’s excess
hospital bed capacity and higher per unit costs. Improving
hospital efficiency was the major reason for the 1996 merger of
the two Great Falls hospitals.
Reimbursements for all Medicare services vary considerably as
well. In Montana, the Great Falls HRR received the largest
reimbursement, based on a complex, cost-based formula that
rewards less efficient providers. W hy such variations are allowed
under current government practices raises questions of equity.
Should efficient providers in one region subsidize less efficient
providers elsewhere?
Regional variations in physician supply (Table 2) are of
considerable interest. Some economists assert that the presence
of physicians increases medical expenditures in a fee-for-service
health care system. More physicians, particularly specialists, leads
to greater health care outlays. This type of supplier-induced
demand is difficult to prove, but it is one of the reasons for
studying the regional supply of physicians. Another reason for
attention to physician supply is to detect areas that may be
under-served.
The Atlas shows that the number of physicians per 100,000
population varies between regions, especially when compared to
the Minneapolis and H M O benchmarks. Idaho’s two hospital
referral regions, the two regions in N orth and South Dakota, and
the Great Falls region are all below the physician supply standard
in Minneapolis and the United States—which suggests the need
for more doctors in those regions. Missoula has a high number of
doctors per 100,000 population relative to Minneapolis and the
United States, implying an oversupply of physicians relative to
the area’s resident population. Judging from the benchmarks,
Billings is essentially in balance between the region’s population
base and the number of physicians actively practicing in the
region’s hospitals.
The high number of specialist physicians in Montana is
especially apparent when comparing the state’s three major
health markets to a large HMO. Figure 2 is a cost-oriented
comparison between Montana’s three markets and a national
HMO. All three of Montana’s markets have higher numbers of
primary care physicians per 100,000 population compared to the
HMO. The number of specialist physicians in Montana is
dramatically above the national HMO, which has only half the
number of specialists per 100,000 population compared to the
Missoula HRR.
Several factors might account for regional variations of
specialists. Some specialists are attracted to regional facilities with
outstanding reputations—such as the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minnesota, and the International Heart Institue of Montana in
Missoula— which draw patients from all over the world. In
addition, some regions offer a better mix of amenities and
earnings, attracting specialists in greater numbers relative to the
population base.

HEART DISEASE

categories 3 and 4 may contribute to
geographic variations in coronary therapy.
Heart Treatment
Utilization rates of coronary
angiography vary substantially over
The number of specialists is highly
Montana’s three HRRs and in adjacent
correlated with utilization rates of certain
Known and controlled
western regions (Table 4). The Missoula
treatments and procedures in those
• Age
angiography rate is high: 14 percent over
regions. Is this relationship simply part of
• Gender
• Insurance coverage
the national average and considerably
good medical care? O r are specialists
more than other Montana and comparable
performing unnecessary procedures? The
Suspected
western HRRs, which are all well under
idea of unnecessary surgery is easy to
• Prevalence of coronary disease
• Race
the average for the United States.
imagine, but difficult to prove. We now
• Education
Bypass surgery and balloon angioplasty
look at geographic variations in the
• Personal Income
treatment of heart disease, the leading
also
show a wide variation in usage from
• Supply of cardiologists
• Substitution of angioplasty for
cause of death in the United States and in
region to region. The Missoula HRR has a
coronary surgery
the Mountain West.
very high utilization rate for angioplasty
compared to the United States average,
Our analysis of the Dartmouth data on
Not yet identified
the Minneapolis HRR, and western HRRs
coronary heart disease can be divided into
Source: The Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care in th e United
similar to Montana. Missoula’s angioplasty
several categories: 1) undiagnosed and
States, Dartmouth Medical School Center fo r Evaluative
Clinical Sciences, Hanover, N ew Hampshire, 1996.
rate is 68 percent higher than the second
untreated; 2) medical treatment only; 3)
place HRR, Great Falls. Bypass surgery
balloon angioplasty treatment; 4) coronary
artery bypass surgery treatment (Table 3).
rates are more uniform across Montana
and similar western HRRs. Billings’ rate is the highest, and the
The undiagnosed and untreated category includes undetected disease
Missoula rate is actually lower than that of Minneapolis and the
or patients who suddenly die. This category is of an undetermined,
but significant size. A similar problem arises with the category
national average.
medical treatment, in which therapy is limited to watchful waiting,
Factors that might account for the variations in diagnostic and
medications, or control of risk factors. The size of the medical
treatment rates for coronary artery disease are shown in Table 5. The
treatment group is not included in the Dartmouth data. In contrast to first three factors— age, gender, and insurance coverage— have been
the first two groups, the balloon angioplasty and coronary surgery
shown to affect coronary treatment rates, and the data in the Atlas
categories are well tabulated. And in a short duration, crosshave been adjusted to control for them. O f the six suspected causes,
sectional study such as the Atlas, these four categories are inclusive
the prevalance of coronary disease does not differ among Montana
(all patients with coronary disease fit into one of them) and almost
HRRs. Racial differences across Montana regions are minor. And it is
mutually exclusive.
unlikely that disease
Coronary angiography, in
prevalence or racial
which contrast dye is injected
differences account for
T he number o f specialists is highly correlated with utilization rates
into the coronary arteries to
much of the variation in
demonstrate the location and
similar western regions
o f certain treatments and procedures in those regions. Is this relationdegree of blockages, is a
either. Data about
ship simply part o f good medical care? O r are specialists performing
necessary preliminary to balloon
educational or income
unnecessary procedures? The idea o f unnecessary surgery is easy to
disparities among
angioplasty or coronary surgery.
imagine, but difficult to prove.
Montana and similar
Although any physician can
western HRRs are not yet
treat coronary disease, angiogra
available, but stateside
phy and angioplasty require a
comparisons do not suggest that these factors have enough power to
cardiologist. At the time of angiography, a cardiologist may inflate a
explain the variation in coronary disease treatments.
small balloon on the tip of a catheter to stretch open a blockage in a
W hat relationship exists between the supply of cardiologists and
coronary artery. This procedure, also known as balloon angioplasty,
the rates of procedures done for coronary disease? If the supply of
may relieve a blockage for an extended period of time. Coronary
cardiologists were below a certain threshold, patients with severe
surgery can also be used to bypass blockages in many patients, so
coronary disease might get less angiography, angioplasty, and
angioplasty and surgery are often used as alternatives or substitute
procedures.
coronary surgery than needed. In areas with fewer cardiologists,
such as Great Falls, Grand Junction, Boise, Rapid City, and Casper,
Treatment of coronary artery disease varies substantially among
each cardiologist does more angiography than their colleagues in
Montana regions and similar regions in the western United States.
The rates for categories 1 and 2 are undetermined, which is why it is areas where the supply of cardiologists is higher. However, that still
does not answer the question of whether too much or too little
difficult to know how much under-treatment or over-treatment in

Regional Differences in

Table 5
Causes o f Variation in C oronary
Disease Treatments

Montana Business Quarterly/Autumn 1997
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International Heart Institute of Montana is located In Missoula's St.
Patrick Hospital.
The

angiography is being done, nor how many cardiologists really are
needed.
A closer look at the Montana HRRs shows that some of the
variation in the balloon angioplasty and coronary surgery rates may
be due to substitution of angioplasty for coronary surgery. However,
substitution fails to account for the elevated combined rate of
treatment in Missoula, which is more than 35 percent higher than in
Billings or Great Falls. Nor does substitution account for the very low
rate of combined treatment in Grand Junction, which is the lowest
in the nation.
Because of the specter of “unnecessary procedures” and the
savings which better management of health care dollars might bring,
studies of the causes of geographic differences in health care remain
of great interest. However, as shown in this article, unraveling the
causes of geographic variations is difficult. W hether patients have
benefitted from the more aggressive diagnosis and treatment of
coronary disease in the Missoula region is not yet clear. Follow up
studies—which compare quality of life among similar patients
treated with angioplasty, surgery, or medicines alone— appear to be
the best way to decide which rate of treatment is the right one.Qj
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SELECTED STATS

Heart Disease
The Nation’s Leading Cause of Death

Cardiovascular Disease

Coronary Heart Disease

•

57.5 million Americans have one or more forms of
cardiovascular disease (CVD):
-High blood pressure — 50 million
-Coronary heart disease — 13.7 million
-Stroke — 3.9 million
-Rheumatic heart disease — 1.4 million

•

Coronary heart disease is caused by atherosclerotic narrowing of
the coronary arteries. It’s likely to produce angina pectoris
(chest pain), heart attack, or both.

•

It caused 487,490 deaths in 1994 and is the single leading cause
of death in America today.

By the end of 1997, Americans will have spent $259.1 billion on
cardiovascular diseases. Direct costs include physicians and
other professionals, hospital and nursing home services,
medications, home health, and other medical durables. Indirect
costs include lost productivity resulting from morbidity and
mortality.

•

13.7 million people alive today have a history of heart attack,
angina pectoris, or both.

•

This year as many as 1.5 million Americans will have a new or
recurrent heart attack, and about one-third of them will die.

•

A t least 250,000 people a year die of heart attack within one
hour of the onset of symptoms and before they reach a hospital.

•

•

CVD claimed 954,720 lives in 1994 (41.8 percent of all deaths).

F igure 1
Estim ated D irect and Indirect Costs o f Cardiovascular
Diseases and Stroke, U nited States, 1997

*This category indudes coronary heart disease, congestive heart failure, and part of
hypertensive disease as well as other "heart" diseases.
Source: American Heart Assodation, 1997.
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Figure 2
Crude Death Rates fo r Five Leading Causes,
M ontana and the United States
Deaths per 100,000

5 percent of all heart attacks occur in people under age 40, and
45 percent occur in people under age 65.
Studies show that the risk of death from heart disease is much
greater for the least-educated than for the most-educated
people.
From 1984 to 1994 the death rate from heart attack declined
28.6 percent.
HEART

CANCER CEREBRO COPD

/C O D

In 1950 the death rate per 100,000 from heart attack was 226.4;
by 1993 it had dropped to 103.4.

Note: CEREBRO denotes deaths from cerebrovascular disease, COPD
denotes deaths from chronic obstructive pulm onary diseases, and ACCID
denotes deaths from accidents and adverse effects.

•

Source: 1994a n d 1995M ontana V italS ta tistics. M ontana D epartm ent of
Public Health an d H uman Services.

M ajor risk factors th a t

•
•
•

M o n ta n a D e a th s fro m H e a rt Disease
1,904

1993

2,110

1994

1,907

1995

2,003

Heredity and race

Symptoms D ifferent for Women
Heart disease, long considered a male problem, is the
leading cause o f death among American women,
according to the American Heart Association. But
many family doctors don’t know that women and men
show different symptoms. Women’s symptoms are more
subde. For example, while men suffering from heart
disease often experience crushing chest pain, women
experience a tightness in the chest that is often mistaken
for indigestion, as well as breathlessness, fatigue, and
nausea.
American Heart Association, h ttp ://u A v w
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Male sex
Increasing age

Source: 1994a n d 1995M ontana V italS ta tistics. M ontana
Department of Public Health an d Human Services.
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be changed:

M ajor risk factors th a t can be changed
• Cigarette/tobacco smoke
•
High blood cholesterol levels
• High blood pressure
•
Physical inactivity

F igure 3

1992

c a n ’t

TT

.c tm h r t.o r g

U.S. H ighw ay 89 is a s titc h o f b la ck to p th a t th re a d s up th e
c o u n try from N ogales, M exico, to th e C a n a d ia n border, passing
th ro u g h th e sm all tow ns a n d ru ra l co m m u n ities o f A rizona, U ta h ,
W yom ing, a n d M o n ta n a . Ju st before h ittin g th e n o rth e rn border,
th e ro ad coasts in to Brow ning, M o n ta n a , alo n g th e fro n t range o f
th e R ocky M o u n ta in s. A t th e to w n ’s e n tra n c e , c o n s tru c tio n has
to r n up th e old 89. W a te r tru ck s lu m b er like ele p h a n ts, spraying
dow n th e sum m er’s d u st. B row ning’s new ro ad is a sign o f jobs,
traffic, a n d grow th, a n d o f th e in c re m e n ta l progress th a t has com e
rec en tly to th e c o u n try ’s p o o rest In d ian reserv atio n .
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Progress like this on the
“I didn’t really understand
Blackfeet Reservation would have
what
the M acArthur was,” she
T he grant recognized, Cobell as “an advocate for Native
been unthinkable a dozen years
says.
“I didn’t know that anybody
Am erican self-determination and financial independence
ago. The one bank in town closed
gave somebody cash. I thought
whose work has inspired m any N ative Am erican women to
in 1983, leaving behind an empty
this had to do with one of the
seek influence and leadership within their ow n communities.” projects I was fundraising for. I
building and nowhere to cash a
check. T h at’s when business
kept saying, ‘N ot me, you don’t
woman and tribal member Elouise
mean me, you must mean the
Cobell decided to help found the
projects.’ A nd they kept saying,
Blackfeet National Bank, a full-service FDIC bank with depositors
‘No, you, we mean you, we’re investing in you.’ All I could do for
from across the country.
the next 24 hours was shake and cry.”
“If we didn’t have the bank here, I think we would have been a
The grant recognized Cobell as “an advocate for Native Ameri
ghost town,” Cobell says, sitting in her small wood-paneled office in
can self-determination and financial independence whose work has
the back of the bank late on a Friday. She wears a copper-colored
inspired many Native American women to seek influence and
silk shirt over jeans, looking elegant, comfortable, and in command.
leadership within their own communities.” But it’s not surprising that
“People were leaving the reservation in droves to
she had trouble seeing herself as the grant winner.
do their banking, and then they also did their
In her long career of activism, including 12
grocery and clothing shopping while off the
years as the Blackfeet Tribe’s treasurer and 13
reservation,” Cobell told American Banker, a national
years as the bank’s secretary, she has worked to
business newspaper that interviewed her after she
promote Native American independence,
received the award.
stability, and awareness — not Elouise Cobell.
W ith nobody doing business on the reservation,
“All of the work that I’ve done, I’ve always
Cobell started to feel as if the “community was
thought of it as a person of the community
dying.” She tried to get other banks to locate in
wanting to get things done. For instance, I want
Browning, but none were interested.
to correct the wrongs in the way the government
In 1987, the Blackfeet National became the first
has handled our trust funds. I didn’t want any
tribally-held bank with a national charter on an
special credit for it. I’m just an ordinary person
Indian reservation, an important step in Native
that likes to work and somehow the MacArthur
American economic growth. Ten years later, the
Fellowship people singled me out.”
Browning bank is still the only one of its kind in the
She refers to the mysterious process of the
nation. Recently, though, this model has been under
MacArthur Foundation, which considers
Elouise Cobell
consideration by reservations around the country,
anonymously-nominated candidates, observed
taking Cobell on frequent trips as an advisor.
for a year without knowing it. “I’m very happy
about it,” she says with a pleased smile. “I think the grant gives
specific attention to two areas that I’m very close to: we need to
The MacArthur "Genius" Grant
continue to service Indian communities through banks and other
Bom in Browning and educated at Great Falls Business College
financial institutions. A nd the publicity has also given a light on the
in the early 1960s, Cobell recently received one of the highest
mismanagement of the trust fund, which is making the government
acknowledgments of her commitment, drive, and creativity— the
accountable for all the money that they managed for Native
esteemed MacArthur “Genius” grant.
Americans.”
Each year an elite group of recipients receives cash fellowships
Currendy the lead plaintiff in a suit filed against the Bureau of
from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. The
Indian Affairs, Cobell joined an intertribal group that is demanding a
fellowships range from $150,000 to $375,000 over five years and are
reckoning of the Indian trust funds, worth $2.4 billion. Recently in
“no strings attached” awards to be used any way the recipient
Washington D.C. to testify before a Congressional committee, she
wishes. The grants are designed to free recipients from institutional
found herself at the Holocaust Museum the day before her first
and financial constraints. Cobell, one of 23 winners composed of
appearance.
artists, wnters, activists, scientists, and scholars, was awarded
After passing through the exhibits, she stopped in the reflecting
$310,000.
room, where she sat thinking about how to get the government to
W hen the call came, Cobell was sitting in her Great Falls hotel
take responsibility for its pillage of Indian funds. “All we’re asking is
room on her way back from Washington D.C. A tireless philan
that they get some sort of system in place. It shouldn’t be this hard,”
thropic fund-raiser for projects as diverse as the Montana Commu
she thought, and then looked up at the exhibit to see the words,
nity Foundation, the Rural Development and Finance Corporation,
“Continue to tell the story.”
and Women in Philanthropy, she was busy making calls. Then she
“It reminded me so much of what the Native Americans had to
learned about the award and the money.
go through,” Cobell remembers. She grows animated, as if standing
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again before Congress. “If you’re going to keep our money, you have
to have an accounts receivable system in place. Here you have
billions of dollars that you’re supposed to be managing for us, and
you can’t get these systems in place. I think our children need to
hear the stories so they can always pay attention, always make sure
that they’re financially astute. They’ve got to understand their land
and what their resources are so they never let anybody rip them off
again.”
One of the things Cobell hopes to do with the award money is
produce a documentary on the mismanagement of the Indian trust
funds, “how it all happened, and how the government continues to
let it happen to this day,” she says. “It’s a real story in itself.”

default is good, delinquency is good, and all of that indicates that
we’re really doing well in the community.”
Founded with tribal assets and community support, Blackfeet
National barely had $1 million when its doors opened. Today, it holds
$17 million in diverse funds and retains almost all the banking
business on the reservation, Indian and Anglo.
“We finance almost all the businesses in town here,” she says,
turning her attention to the town’s economy. “We want to make
sure that we build success here. I’ve been working to ensure Indian
people have capital and credit.”
The bank itself is unprepossessing. A tight square box of a
building with a two stories in back, it sits on a wide open comer
halfway through town. O n a typical Friday afternoon, cars line up
for the drive-through window, and late hours keep the tellers busy
Background
with ropes of customers who snake out the glass doors.
Elouise Cobell did not set out to be a banker, fund-raiser, activist,
Cobell keeps her office door open into the hallway where her
or even filmmaker. Raised on a small land allotment outside of
assistant sits. They keep up a running dialogue, and Cobell can
Browning, the 51-year-old grew up in poverty, though she says she
watch the flow of traffic. Her office contains an eclectic mix of
always felt “rich in family.” With
memorabilia: an Indian doll on a
neither electricity, plumbing, nor
stuffed horse, a small loom, a movie
phone, she dreamed of getting into
poster, framed invitations to President
“We finance almost all the businesses in town
a car and driving away. She
Clinton’s last inauguration and ball,
here. W e w ant to m ake sure w e build success here.
imagined bigger places, cities in
and photos of her son, including one
I ’ve been working to ensure Indian people have
particular, nurtured by magazine
in which he’s on horseback dressed as
capital and credit. ”
pictures and the letters from a
the Duke of Cornwall.
foreign, well-traveled pen pal.
Cobell still has at least one more
In the early 1960s, she left the
meeting for the day, about a half
reservation to pursue a business degree at the Great Falls Business
hour’s drive away. She also wants to make last-minute business
College. After graduation, she went on to Montana State University dinner plans. “I love to work,” she admits, proud of her strength and
to continue her studies. Before completing her final year at
stamina.
Montana State University, she returned home in 1968 to tend her
mother, critically ill with cancer.
Business Advice
W hen her mother died, Cobell moved on to Seattle. “I vowed
Work is a pleasure for Elouise Cobell. W hen she arrived the night
that I would never come home because I loved the city,” she says,
before from a week in Washington D.C. she went straight from the
remembering her early job in the accounting department for King
airport to the bank for a briefing with the bank president. She
TV, her wedding to Alvin Cobell, also from Browning, and the birth
needed to know what she’d missed. She does not have time to be
of their son, Turk.
tired, time to flag, time for what others call relaxation.
But she did come back, meaning to stay only for the summer;
Her business advice to prospective Browning entrepreneurs,
instead she relocated her family for good. “The more you find out
whether Indian or Anglo, is firmly pragmatic: know your commu
about the world, you really love where you came from. Now I
nity.
wouldn’t live anywhere else except that ranch, because it’s so
“If you want to start a business here, we’d advise you to take the
wonderful, it’s so beautiful.”
entrepreneurs’ class sponsored by the Bank at the Blackfeet

Cobeirs

The Blackfeet National Bank
It obviously pleases her to see the economic growth on the
reservation. First, she’s proud of Blackfeet National’s success.
“W hen we started the bank a major part of our portfolio was in
installment loans,” she explains, referring to the small cash loans
Indians were used to receiving from lenders. “T hat’s what people
were accustomed to getting when they went to a bank, because
hardly anybody would lend.”
“Now we’ve seen a total flip flop,” she says, examining the tenyear history. “The biggest part of our portfolio is in commercial
lending, business lending, agricultural, and real estate. Our loan

Community College,” she says. “Then know how the weather will
affect your business, because a seasonal market is a real issue.”
During the summer months of long evenings and Glacier Park
traffic, local restaurants, gas stations, and food stores do well
servicing tourists. But the northern Montana summer is short.
“W hatever business you’re in, it has to sustain you through the harsh
winter months.”
Then, she advises, “You have to understand the nuances of
dealing with the Tribal Council. The Tribe will have a business
involvement here, and the business has to be attentive to it and
adhere to it.” Any legal matters, for instance, will have to go through
tribal co u rt.
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Next, she says, “You have to have a real commitment. Browning
is not where you come in and you make your bucks overnight and
you’re outta here. It’s a real impoverished community, so you have to
have a real commitment to doing the service that you’re doing.”
A good business person in Browning quickly becomes involved in
local civic matters and is frequently asked to serve on advisory
committees or boards. “You don’t just go home and shut your door
and say, ‘I don’t have to deal with it anymore, I’ve got my closed sign
up.’ As a business person you’re really committed to the commu*._M
mty.
A self-taught banker, she offers sound
business advice for everyone, but also acknowl
edges that Native business people face a
unique cultural challenge.
“Indian business people face a lot of pressure
from other Indian people. One of our really
good traits that I’m very proud of is a sense of
family, that we really help each other out. If
certain members of your family have come into
real hardship situations—somebody really
needs medicine or groceries—you’re expected
to give and that’s good.
“But sometimes this becomes a drain on
you, because it’s hard to not give. One of the
things we always want people to do is estimate
how much they can give and to know when
they have to say no. You’re expected to go into
your till and give that money to your people.
Some people have run into problems of actually
going out of business because of those de
mands.
“The Indian business person learns to say, ‘If
I don’t keep myself healthy, I’ll never be here
for you. Maybe I can’t help you now, but once I
get down the road and I’m healthier, I can
probably give you something.’ ”

Future Plans
As she tours through the bank, stopping to chat with friends and
customers, her pride in her community is evident. Cobell derives her
workaholic drive from her love of the town and its people. She
breezes past the entrance where a large billboard is emblazoned with
her name and congratulations. She doesn’t even glance at it. While
the national recognition of the MacArthur grant is certainly
exciting, Cobell’s most meaningful reward comes from the growth of
the community and the increased rights of Native Americans she
has worked to promote.
She hopes the fellowship will allow her to
complete her final year of school and free
up time to devote to the Blackfeet Perma
nent Endowment, a holding group that
pools funds to enrich the community.
The child who once dreamed of bigger
cities has now seen plenty of them and
doesn’t care if she ever gets on another
airplane. Browning, Montana, at the top of
U.S. Highway 89 in the center of the
Blackfeet Reservation, is where Elouise
Cobell’s heart is.
“For seven days in Washington I just
thought, I need the mountains, I need to
look at the mountains, I can’t breathe,” she
says. “Once you look at the mountains
you’ve got this energy back in you. It’s a
real spiritual feeling, an uplift. You need to
get home.”Q

Painting by Leon Rattler of the Blackfeet
Reservation. Photo by Todd Goodrich,
University Communications.
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Susanna Sonnenberg is a Missoula
area writer.

BUSINESS ON THE RESERVATION
by Shannon H . Jahrig

X

I wenty years ago, there were more white people living on the Fort Peck Indian
■
Reservation than Indians. Many Indians had left the reservation because of the
dismal economic situation: few jobs, few opportunities. They moved to other towns,
hoping to find a better life in the outside world.
Recently, Indians have been returning to the reservation and now outnumber the
non-Indian population (Figure 1). W hy are they coming back? No one has a solid
explanation for this trend, but some believe the tribe’s changing attitude toward business
and economic development plays a role. Indian tribes have not always been supportive
of development because the competitive principles of American business clash with their
essentially cooperative culture. During the 1990s though, the number of Native-owned
businesses has increased substantially. The Census Bureau tracked a 38 percent increase
in the number of Indian businesses from 1987 to 1992, which is the latest data available.
This new openness to business may have influenced people to come home, but
there are several other reasons for the movement back to the reservation, says Emorie
Davis-Bird, a University of Montana graduate student and enrolled member of the
Blackfeet Tribe.
Living away from the Indian culture is difficult for tribal members because they
miss out on the special traditions and ceremonies, Bird says. Also, it’s tough to be a
minority, especially in a predominately white state like Montana. In addition, many
Indians have a deep sense of loyalty to the reservation and believe that whatever
they’ve learned off the reservation must be shared with others. In Bird’s case, that’s a
great deal.
W ith a business and public administration degree, Bird, who has lived on the
Blackfeet Reservation most of her life, has a wealth of knowledge and experience to
offer the tribe. She feels frustrated, though, because business development is hot always
highly regarded on the reservation. While some tribal councils encourage business,
others actively discourage it. And even though tribes realize they need business to
survive, entrepreneurship and capitalism create a real inner conflict for Indians, directly
contradicting their culture.
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F igure 1
Population Trends, F ort Peck Reservation
M ontana, 1970-1990

Source: Fort Peck Tribes an d Bureau o f Indian Affairs.

For example, Indians are givers rather than takers, Bird explains.
In the business world, a person must be a taker—selling goods,
making money—but that is not the Indian way of life. Many
traditionally-raised Indians view materialism and making a profit
negatively. Aggressiveness and assertiveness toward money making
are qualities that are not necessarily admired. But to be an Ameri
can entrepreneur, these personality traits are necessary. Tribal
members struggle with these issues often when doing business.

own people. Tribal members may drive off the reservation to buy the
same items Indian entrepreneurs are selling at the store down the
road.
Yet, tribal members and leaders also realize they must do some
thing to keep the reservation alive. A gradual and reluctant
acceptance of Native-owned businesses is evolving, though some
reservations are more open to development than others. O n reserva
tions as elsewhere, change is slow and painful.

Business is not totally foreign to Indians,.it’s just different, Bird
says.
“Indians have always been barterers and traders,” she says.
“W hen somebody gives you something, it is respectful to give them
something back.”
But giving isn’t selling—the
bottom line of entrepreneurial
life. Indian-owned businesses
must clear another cultural
hurdle as well. Some tribal
councils believe it acceptable
for white people to own
businesses—even on the
reservation—but frown upon
privately-owned Indian
businesses. Non-Indians can be
entrepreneurs, the thinking
goes, but Indians should shun
capitalism and follow tradi
tional customs. Such attitudes
rub off on other members of
the reservation and Indian
entrepreneurs then find they
have little support from theirI
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Emorie Davis-Bird plans to go home to the Blackfeet Reservation
after graduation. She would love to have her own business, but
doesn’t know if it’s possible. She would also like to help other people
start businesses. She believes there is opportunity for growth on the
reservation, but knows it doesn’t come easily: Indian entrepreneurs
face many obstacles and challenges. She hopes to find the delicate
balance between the require
ments of business and her own
Indian culture. As part of her
preparation, Bird has been
interviewing Montana Indian
entrepreneurs. W hat follows is
her profile of David Boyd, a
businessman on Montana’s
Fort Peck Reservation.

Daniels County

$21,433

$24,032

$9,963

Roosevelt County

$19,445

$21,914

$7,751

Sheridan County

$20,728

$25,246

$10,001

Valley County

$21,781

$27,029

$10,529

Fort Peck Reservation,
Native American

$13,051

$18,099

$4,778
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Boyd exemplifies two trends
noted here: a new, more open
attitude toward business, and
the move back to the reserva
tion.
Look for profiles of the
other six Montana reservations
in future issues of the MBQ.

FORT PECK ENTREPRENEUR COMMITTED TO
KEEPING INDIAN MONEY IN INDIAN COUNTRY
by Emorie Davis-Bird

E

,

H I M ort Peck Reservation, with two million acres of land in
■
northeastern Montana, is the home of David Boyd,
entrepreneur and descendent of Hunkpapa chief and warrior Sitting
Bull. Four years ago, Boyd, a member of the Fort Peck Tribes,
enrolled of Lakota Sioux descent, started his own business on the
reservation. ATL Sorts is one of a handful of Indian-owned embroi
dery companies in the United States— the Native American Business
Directory lists only three others throughout the nation, though some
have recently sprung up on other Montana reservations. His business
is also one of 15 Native-owned businesses on the Fort Peck Reserva
tion..
Boyd’s business is culturally sensitive— he sells caps, sports bags,
T-shirts, and jackets with Indian designs created by local Indian
artists. His clientele consists mostly of tribal schools and colleges and
other Montana tribes. He employs an all-Indian workforce and is
active in community service. His business is successful and several
months ago he received national recognition from the Small
Business Administration for his pioneering efforts. Yet, he has
experienced firsthand the mistrust and non-support that can come
from challenging the old ways.

STARTING THE BUSINESS
For years, Boyd watched as his friends, family, and others on the
reservation went elsewhere to buy groceries, shop, do banking, and
take care of business. He
saw that this pattern was
typical of reservations all
over Montana.
“O n any reservation, the
money that goes off is in the
millions and nothing comes
back,” Boyd says. “Between
Rocky Boy and Belknap,
there’s $32 million going to
Havre per year and none of
it comes back. Between Fort
Peck and Roosevelt County,

$60 to $70 million flows out per year and less than 10 percent of it
comes back. Now we know why these communities are dying. All
that money’s going out, nothing is coming back.”
While a single business can’t reverse an economic pattern this
entrenched, it can make a start. Boyd thought developing his own
business and helping others do so might be one way to bring some
money back to the reservation. In 1993, after extensive research and
planning, he presented a business plan to the Fort Peck Tribal
Council. They turned it down.
Boyd was disappointed, but not surprised. Four years ago, private
business ownership was almost unheard of on the Fort Peck Reserva
tion— there were fewer than 10 Indian-owned businesses on the
reservation. But rejection didn’t discourage Boyd, a graduate of
Dawson County Community College and a veteran of four years in
the Army and 21 years in the National Guard and Reserves. Denied
capital locally, Boyd presented his plan to the Small Business
Administration, got a loan, and set up business. Eventually, the tribal
council approved a loan to Boyd, as did the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.
But, Boyd hasn’t forgotten the council’s initial rejection and is
finding ways to broaden the reservation’s acceptance of local
business. For instance, he serves as an advisory board member for
business development programs at Fort Peck Community College.
Most importantly, he tends his own thriving enterprise, ATL Sorts.

A 'L 'L SORTS
Located in Wolf Point, one of the larger towns on the reservation,
ATL Sorts employs up to 20 part-time workers during peak periods.
Embroidery sales have increased by about 200 percent from last year,
Boyd says, and T-shirts sales have gone up about 300 to 400 percent.
ATL Sorts’ customers order clothing or sports bags with custommade Indian designs. Some customers even create their own
designs, like family crests, for reunions and traditional ceremonies.
Boyd says his biggest order so far has been from the Red Elk family in
Poplar who ordered 60-70 jackets for a reunion. They designed their
own family crest and ATL Sorts put it on the jackets.

David Boyd in front of
A'L'L Sorts.
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“W e operate like the Tribe used to 1 0 0 years ago. A long
tim e ago, everybody had to w ork. I f nobody did their jobs,

Boyd’s formula for success
His explanation for the
everybody suffered. T h a t’s the k in d o f policy w e adopted
should sound familiar to any
high failure rate of triballyMontana entrepreneur: high
here. W e ’re all in this together a n d it’s o u r p roject.’’
owned businesses is politics.
quality products, good cus
tomer service, fast turnaround
“Tribal entities are run like
and delivery, and reasonable prices.
there is an endless supply of cash,” Boyd says. “They don’t operate off
a profit mode, they operate off an employment mode. They’d rather
“We have a personal relationship with all of our customers,”
have jobs than profits and I think that’s where most of them are hurt.
Boyd says. “We go the extra step and find out who these people are,
W hen they start a project, the first thing they want to do is hire as
what they like, who their families are. We spend more time with
many people as they can, rather than setting it up to make a profit
personal relationships, sales come second. We can communicate
and gradually growing into those jobs. By waiting, the jobs would be
with these people because we are Indian. We know what they like,
more stable, rather than just jobs for six months to a year.”
how to treat them, and we can relate to them better than nonIndian suppliers.”
Boyd runs A’EL Sorts in an entirely different way—on a strictly
cash basis, he says. “If there is no cash, we don’t operate. So we have
A’EL Sorts’ market is mostly rural colleges in Montana, North
to watch how we spend everything.”
Dakota, and South Dakota.
Despite this difference, Boyd does focus on providing jobs; he
“We are committed to keeping Indian monies in Indian
hopes to have 50 employees at A’EE Sorts within the next two years.
Country and to providing service to communities that are isolated
He would also like to do some consulting and help others start
and would not have service like ours offered to them,” Boyd says.
businesses. But most of all, he wants the support of his tribe and a
bigger customer base of his own people.
PRIVATE VS* TRIBAL BUSINESS
Boyd is encouraged that people are moving back to the reserva
Some experts suggest that more than half of business startups
tion. He hopes their transition is easier than his was. He realizes that
fail within the first five years, but the rate is even higher for
the only way for business to survive on the reservation is to bridge the
American Indians, according to the Small Business Administra
gap between traditional Indian ways and new enterprises-^
tion. One of the reasons Boyd’s business stays afloat while others
fail, he says, is his management style.
“Everybody works,” he says. “It’s more of a teamwork concept
than a dictatorship management style.”
Emorie Davis-Bird is a University o f Montana-Missoula graduate
student and enrolled member o f the Blackfeet Tribe. Shannon Jahrig is
“We operate like the Tribe used to 100 years ago. A long time
editor o f the Montana Business Quarterly.
ago, everybody had to work. If nobody did their jobs, everybody
suffered. T hat’s the kind of policy we adopted here. We’re all in
this together and it’s our project.”I
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Table 2

Labor Force R eport fo r F ort Peck Tribes, M ontana, 1995

d Other Indians
A Total resident Indian population of Fort Peck Reservation
e Total under 16 years of age included in line A

Total

Male

Female

6,555

3,220

3,335

0

0

0

2,698

1,345

1,353

3,857
3,618

1,875
1,762

1,982
1,856

980
955
879
804
239

477
467
435
383
113

503
488
444
421
126

891

397

494

225

108

117

289

289

RESIDENT INDIAN POPULATION OF WORKING AGE
(16 years old and older)
F Total 16 years and older (A minus e)
Age classes g + h + i + j (Ft. Peck excluded 65+ group)
g
h
i
j
k

16-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-64 years
65 years and older

M Not in labor force (16 years and over)
total (n + o + p + q)
n
o
p
q

Students (16 years and older, including those
away at school)
Men, physically or mentally disabled, retired.
institutionalized, etc.
Women for whom no child-care substitutes are
available
Women, housewives, physically or mentally
disabled, institutionalized, retired, etc.

R Potential labor force (16 years and older) F minus M
S Employed, Total (t + u)

65

65

312

312

2,966
1,234

1,478
598

1,488
636

741

359

382

433

179

254

V Not employed (R minus S)

1,732

880

852

W Of these, persons actively seeking work

1,559

792

767

10,323

5,088

5,235

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1995
CALCULATED FOR THE WEEK OF JUNE 5-9

58.4%

59.5%

57.3%

Tribal enrolled on reservation
Tribal enrolled adjacent to reservation
Tribal enrolled off reservation
Total enrolled membership

5,579
158
4,586
10,323

2,833
71
2,184
5,088

2,746
87
2,402
5,235

t
u

Employed, earning $9,000 or more a year
(alljobs)
Employed, earning less than $9,000 a year
(alljobs)

Z Tribal enrollment (Total)

Source: Fort Peck Tribesan d Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public
service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business
Administration.
The Bureau is regularly involved in a wide variety of activities, including
economic analysis and forecasting, forest products industry research, and survey
research.
The Bureau’s Economics Montana forecasting system is an effort to provide
public and private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These
state and local area forecasts are the focus of the annual series of Economic
Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by the Bureau and respective Chambers of
Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and
Missoula.
The Bureau also has available county data packages for all Montana counties.
These packages provide up-to-date economic and demographic information
developed by the Bureau and are not available elsewhere.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans
about their views on a variety of economic and social issues. The Bureau also
conducts contract survey research and offers a random digit dialing program for
survey organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a census of forest industry
firms conducted approximately every five years, provides a large amount of
information about raw materials sources and uses in Montana, Idaho, and Wyo
ming. It is funded by the U.S. Forest Service. The Montana Forest Industries
Information System collects quarterly information on the employment and
earnings of production workers in the Montana industry. It is cosponsored by
the Montana Wood Products Association.
The Bureau's Natural Resource Industry Research Program enables the
Bureau to continuously monitor Montana’s natural resource industries and
improve the public’s knowledge o f them and their roles in the state and local
economies. This program provides easily accessible information about all the
natural resource industries. Sponsors are the Plum Creek Timber Company,
Montana Wood Products Association, and American Forest Resource Alliance.
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